
Robot vacuum
cleaner

 
Super Slim (5 cm)

2-stage cleaning system

XXL side brushes

50 min runtime

 
FC8802/71

The slimmest robot vacuum cleaner
Cleans under furniture where others can't reach

Philips EasyStar is the robot vacuum that cleans your floors for you. With its slim design it reaches under low

furniture and its long side brushes clean where dust accumulates. Clean floors, effortlessly, even in places others

can't reach.

Cleans where others can't reach

Slim design to clean where others can't reach

Cleans where dust accumulates

Extra long side brushes to clean where dust accumulates

Captures dirt and dust

2-stage cleaning system to capture dirt and dust

Moves by itself avoiding stairs and edges

Infrared sensors help it move by itself avoiding stairs

Easy to use

1-button operation makes it very easy to use



Robot vacuum cleaner FC8802/71

Highlights Specifications

Slim design

At only 50mm of height, its slim design allows

it to seamlessly clean underneath furniture

where dust accumulates. It cleans where others

can't reach.

Extra long side brushes

With its extra long side brushes, it reaches

deeper into corners and closer to walls. It

cleans where dust accumulates.

1-button operation

Just turn it ON and it will immediately start

cleaning your floors. It is very easy to use.

2-stage cleaning system

Side brushes and a vacuum remove dirt and

dust from your floors. The exhaust filter traps

fine dust and particles. It captures dirt and dust.

Infrared sensors

As it drives around your home, infrared sensors

underneath the robot prevent it from falling into

voids. It moves by itself avoiding stairs and

edges.

 

Design

Color: Metallic Anthracite

Performance

Battery type: 14.4 V NiMH / 800 mAh

Runtime: 50 minute(s)

Charging time: 4 hour(s)

Filtration

Dust capacity: 0.2 L

Usability

Floor types: Wood, laminate and tiles

Special features: Stairs detector

Sustainability

Stand-by power consumption: 0.7 W

Nozzles and accessories

Other accessories: 2 x Exhaust filters, AC

power adaptor, Side brushes (2 pairs)

Weight and dimensions

Weight of product: 1.3 kg

Weight with packaging: 2.3 kg

Dimensions of product (LxWxH): 300 x

50 mm
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